
A Dream Sponsorship; A Team result! 

I'm always excited to help a customer who's having an issue with their footwear. 
Particularly when it's related to some sort of mechanical or orthopedic issue. I'm always 
excited to work with a Healthcare professional who regularly refers patients to our store for
footwear advise. I'm always excited to help sponsor a good customer whether it's an athlete
or a volunteer in our Community. As you can imagine, I was over-the-top excited to work 
with an individual who represents all three of these things!

Michelle (Shelly) Heneghan works in the Pulmonary Rehab Program and Out Patient 
musculoskeletal department as a Physiotherapist. She's a long time customer of ours and an 
accomplished local runner. She recently showed interest in wearing the LadySport logo during 
her races. We decided to try and get her a partial sponsorship with one of our vendors whom she 
had heard good things about from a colleague.

In her excitement to try out one of their new lightweight racing shoes, she 
developed a forefoot issue that made her question competing in an upcoming Half 
Ironman.

So we strategized:
After having her rest , we went back to one of her previous lightweight trainers that she had
trained and competed in, but this only seemed to exacerbate the problem. So we decided to 
try a new pair of her most recently reliable, full protection but noticeably 'heavier' road 
shoe. With this she got a higher level of support, better cushioning, and a stiffer, slightly 
rockered forefoot which we both agreed should help the injured area.

However, Shelly questioned the strategy for Race Day as there was a level of angst 
surrounding the added weight. To some it seems a simple decision, but Shelly, not unlike many 
competitive runners, struggles with this conundrum : 'heavier means slower '.

In the DNS we decided to forego the weight and manage the injury with added protection 
and set the expectations appropriately. The result :A third place finish in the Lake Stevens 70.3 
Half Ironman and the run section was her fastest half marathon
during a Half Ironman race!

Final analysis:

It wasn't that this strategy is either brilliant nor right for
everyone; because it isn't and it won't be, but the strategy
definitely worked! Though athletically counter intuitive, it
was academically sound and collaboratively effective.

Working together, finding solutions, getting results, and in the
end sponsoring each other!

Congratulations Shelly!
Congratulations LadySport!
Congratulations Team!


